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A recently developed computational fluid dynamics modeling capability for cryogenic
tanks is used to simulate both self-pressurization from external heating and also
depressurization from thermodynamic vent operation. Axisymmetric models using a
modified version of the commercially available FLOW-3D software are used to simulate
actual physical tests. The models assume an incompressible liquid phase with density that is
a function of temperature only. A fully compressible formulation is used for the ullage gas
mixture that contains both condensable vapor and a noncondensable gas component. The
tests, conducted at the NASA Marshall Space Flight Center, include both liquid hydrogen
and nitrogen in tanks with ullage gas mixtures of each liquid's vapor and helium. Pressure
and temperature predictions from the model are compared to sensor measurements from
the tests and a good agreement is achieved. This further establishes the accuracy of the
developed FLOW-3D based modeling approach for cryogenic systems.
Nomenclature
C = mass transfer rate coefficient
Cvyap = specific heat of vapor at constant volume, lbf-ft/slug-R
Dnc = molecular diffusion coefficient, ftZ/s
M_c - molecular weight ofnoncondensable gas
Mvap = molecular weight of vapor
P - local pressure in gas phase, lbffft2
Pc = reference pressure point on saturation curve, lbffft 2
p_a, = saturation pressure, lbffftz
Pvap = partial pressure of vapor, lbffft 2
q = mass transfer rate, slug/s
q' - mass transfer rate for mixture, slug/s
R - universal gas constant, lbf-ft/slug-R
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= gas constant for mixture, lbf-ft/slug-R
= time, s
= local temperature offiquid-gas interface, R
= reference temperature point on saturation curve, R
= local velocity of gas mixture, ft/s
= latent heat of vaporization, lbf-ft/slug
= specific heat ratio
= density of gas mixture, slug/ft 3
= density ofnoncondensable gas, slug/ft 3
= density of vapor, shig/ft 3
I. Introduction
'IGH energy cryogenic propellants are being considered for NASA's space exploration program including the
.stages for Earth deparutre, Lunar descent, and Lunar ascent. Cryogenic fluid management (CFM) technology
and advanceddevelopment are essential to making these types of vehicles a reality. NASA and its industrial partners
are committed to an advanced development and technology program that will broaden the experience base for the
entire CFM community. The high cost of, and limited opportanities for, microgravity experiments have motivated
the Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) and Boeing team to aggressively explore combinations of ground testing
and computational fluid dynamics (CFD) to the greatest extent possible. Here, the overall strategy is to first anchor
the CFD models with existing data, then use the models for spacecraft mission simulations to evaluate the effects of
acceleration on pressure control thermodynamics. It is believed that the CFD modeling can be used to significantly
decrease reliance on costly and infrequent CFM orbital flight experiments.
Of particular interest is the long-term, in-space storage (>30 days) of several cryogenic liquids including liquid
hydrogen (LH2), liquid oxygen (LOg), liquid methane (LCH4), and liquid nitrogen (LN2). Tanks containing these
cryogenic liquids can have ullage gas regions consisting of each liquid's vapor (GH/, GO_, GCH4, and GN2) or a
mixture of vapor with a second gas that is noncondensable at tank temperatures such as gaseous helium (GHe). Heat
enters each tank's fluids through the tank walls and through attached plumbing. Advanced CFM technologies such
as a spray bar thermodynamic vent system (TVS) enable long term cryogenic storage and propulsion through
reliable control of tank pressure with minimal fluid loss. The state of the art for cryogenic upper stage tank pressure
control is to settle the propellant and vent until the pressure reaches the desired operating pressure. The auxiliary
systems required for propellant settling incur weight penalties in the form of both propellant and hardware. Newer
designs such as the spray bar TVS tank can reduce overall spacecraft mass by decreasing the amount of propellant
and hardware needed for long space flights.
The first step towards the accurate simulation of spacecraft cryogenic tanks is the development of validated
models using physical test data. Recently, a FLOW-3D* based approach for LH2 tank pressurization was
quantitatively verified with data from the Saturn SIV-B stage flown in 1966.1 In the present work a similar method
is now applied to normal-gravity ground tests of cryogenic tanks with thermodynamic vent systems. Many
cryogenic tests have been conducted at the NASA MSFC Multipurpose Hydrogen Test Bed (MHTB). / Two specific
sway bar TVS test cases, one LH2 and one LN2, are selected for simulation with CFD. The model results are then
compared to the test data to assess the accuracy of the developed FLOW-3D software and modeling techniques.
II. Approach
Two physical tests are modeled with the FLOW-3D software where a customized version is used to include
the two-phase effects with an ullage gas mixture. A summary of the FLOW-3D theory is presented below followed
by a description of each simulation.
A. FLOW-3D Theory
The standard version OfFLOW-3D contains a phase change model to predict the interactions of evaporation and
condensation at liquid-gas interfaces. The model assumes that the gas phase is composed entirely of the vapor of the
liquid. Conservation of both mass and momentum are maintained on both sides of the interface. The mass transfer
rate between the liquid and vapor phases is predicted to be
*FLOW-3D is a registered trademark of Flow Science, Inc. of Santa Fe, New Mexico, USA.
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(1)
where q is the mass transfer rate, in units of mass per unit area per unit time, Mvap is the molecular weight of the
vapor, R is the universal gas constant, T is the local temperature of the liquid at the interface, P is the local pressure
in the vapor phase, and p_a, is the saturation pressure of the liquid. 3'4 Equation 1 merely states that, for a given
temperature, the mass transfer rate is linearly dependent on the difference between the equilibrium and actual vapor
pressures. Note that at higher temperatures, the rate is reduced due to the larger gas volume and thus resistance to
mass transfer. The rate coefficient C controls the rate of mass transfer at the interface; this is needed for cases when
there is not sufficient grid resolution to predict the kinetics of the phase change at the interface, p_a, is defined from
the Clausius-Clapeyron equation. 3
P_a' = P_exp (7_1)c_7p (2)
(Te ,Pc) is a point on the saturation curve, 7 is the ratio of the heat capacity of the vapor at constant pressure to its
heat capacity at constant volume, cvyap, and AH_ is its latent heat of vaporization.
FLOW-3D has been customized to include the effects of an additional component in the gas phase. This
component is assumed to be non-condensable and is thus not involved in mass transfer at the interface, but it does
affect the mass transfer rate of the vapor component.
q,_ c (3)
Equation 3 differs from Eq. 1 with the addition of a mean gas constant, R', and the partial pressure of the vapor in
the gas phase, Pvap. R' is computed from
R--'= R Pvap/Mvap + P.cM .e ,
Pg
(4)
where Mne is the molecular weight of the non-condensable gas, Pvapand Oneare the densities of the vapor and non-
condensable gas, and pg is the gas mixture density. The partial pressure of the vapor is
Pva,=pva Rrl tvo, (5)
and the non-condensable gas is transported throughout the gas mixture,
OP"c+ V-(p.ov) = D°oV2p.o, (6)
Ot
where v is the gas mixture velocity and Dne is the molecular diffusion coefficient. Eq. 6 is solved throughout the gas
phase, in conjunction with equations of mass and momentum conservation which solve for the gas density Og. The
vapor concentration P,_apis then solved from the difference pg- One.
B. Hydrogen Tank Model
The 10-ft diameter, 10-ft long, MHTB tank is modeled with 2460-cell axisymmetric computational mesh as
illustrated in Fig. 1. A spray bar is located at the center of the tank where it is modeled as a 1-inch diameter cylinder
that runs _om the bottom of the tank to the top. An annular inlet from a radius of 1.0 ft to 1.4 ft is used to drain
liquid from the tank. Further details of the MHTB test apparatus can be found in Ref. 2. The initial liquid level is 5 ft
from the bottom of the tank and so the tank is approximately 50% filled with LH2. The ullage space above the liquid
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contains a GH2/GHe gas mixture initially at 24 psia; 4.3 Ibm of GHe is present in the
ullage. The bulk LH2 is initially near 39.5 R and the ullage is thermally stratified. A
heat leak of 70 W is supplied to the fluids via a distributed power boundary condition
where 60.4 W flows from the tank cylinder and aft dome into the liquid, 4.9 W flows
into the lower ullage region from the free surface to 3.3 ft above it, and 4.73 w flows
into the remaining upper ullage region. The spray bar, TVS inlet, and flange recess at
the top of the tank are all adiabatic in the model.
MOdel operation mimics a cryogenic tank pressure control cycle on a
spacecraft as does the physical test. It begins with setting up the initial condition and
followed by the pressurization phase. During pressurization heat is supplied to the
tank while the TVS spray is off. Heat flows into the fluid domains as specified by the
above power boundary conditions and thus heat transfer is independent of local fluid
conditions. After the tank pressure reaches a specified value (25 psia for the LH2
model), then the spray bar TVS is activated where cooler liquid is injected in a spray
pattern throughout the tank. At the same time liquid is removed from the annular inlet
at the bottom of the tank. The 30 gpm spray pattern consists of 45 individual mass
sources uniformly distributed in the fluid domain where each source injects mass at
35.7R. This is an approximation for the radially emitting flow of the spray bar; it
allows much coarser grid resolutions to be used in the model and in tul"nfaster run
times. Once the tank pressure decreases to a specified level (24 psia for the LH2 tank model), the TVS spray flow is
stopped and the tank begins to pressurize again.
Collected results include ullage pressure history, ullage temperature history, liquid temperature history,
temperature contours and velocity distribution. The pressure temperature histories are utilized in the comparison of
predictions to test data. Here, the ullage pressure and temperature are compared at sensor 1 (radius = 2.5 ft, height -
8.9 ft) while liquid temperature is compared at sensor 2 (radius - 2.5 ft, height = 4.4 ft).
Figure 1 Tank Model
C. Nitrogen Tank Model
The same MHTB test tank is used for the nitrogen testing as the one previously used for hydrogen testing.
However, to deliver additional heat to the fluid an electric heater is installed at the bottom of the tank where it is
submersed in LN2. The actual heater is a 5/8" diameter cylindrical rod that is offset from the centerline of the tank.
The heating element is moved to the centerline of the tank so that it can be modeled with the axisyrnmetric
computational grid and practical run times. Here, the heating element occupies the bottom 1.42 feet of the spray bar
in the LN2 tank case. A total of 370 W of heat are flowed into the LN2 tank where 250 W are supplied by the heater
and 120 W are input from the tank walls. The 120-W wall heat leak is divided where 76.9 W flow uniformly into
the liquid, 40.4 W flow into the first 3.29 ft of ullage above the liquid-gas interface, and 2.8 W flow into the
remaining ullage space. As in the LH2 cases the spray bar, TVS inlet, and the top flange recess are all adiabatic in
the model.
The same 2460-cell computational mesh is used in the nitrogen model as shown in Fig. 1. The initial liquid
level for the nitrogen case is 5.47 ft from the bottom of the tank which means that the tank is approximately 56%
filled with LN2. The initial ullage pressure is 23 psia and the pressurization phase simulates the rise to 24 psia.
Similar to the LH2 case, a 1 psi decrease is modeled with the TVS spray flow where the end pressure is 23 psia. The
total LN2 flow rate is 30 gpm that is distributed among 45 evenly spaced sources in the tank. LN2 spray temperature
is 138.7 R in the simulation. Following depressurization from the TVS phase, the tank repressurizes to 24 psia.
Recorded results for the nitrogen model include ullage pressure history, ullage temperature history, liquid
temperature history, temperature contours and velocity distribution. The same pressure and temperature sensors are
used for the nitrogen model and test comparison as those used in the hydrogen model.
HI. Results & Discussion
The results for both cryogenic simulations are described below and include the ullage pressures, ullage
temperatures, liquid temperatures, and contour plots showing the temperature and velocity fields.
A. Hydrogen Tank Results
As shown in Fig. 2 the hydrogen model approximates the steady linear portion of the pressure rise rate curve
quite well for the two pressurization cycles simulated. For the ftrst cycle the model determines 0.63 psi/hr versus a
measured 0.55 psi/hr (14.5% error) and for the second cycle the model yields 0.60 psi/hr versus a measured 0.53
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psi/hr (13.2% error). When considering the average pressurization rate over the one psi range from 24 to 25, the
model predicts 0.66 psi/hr versus 0.89 psi/hr (25.8% error) for the first cycle. The rapid initial pressure rise
immediately following a TVS cycle is suspected to be sensitive to the actual wall temperature during the tests which
influences the heat transfer rate from the wall to fluid. In the present constant heat leak model the heat transfer is
fixed and not influenced by local wall or fluid temperature. Accordingly, the rapid initial transient is not captured in
the model. During TVS spray the model predicts a depressurization rate of 14.1 psi/hr compared to 7.5 psi/hr (46.8%
error) measured in the test. This is for a 30 gpm volumetric spray flow rate at a uniform temperature of 35.7 R.
Physically, the spray bar jet temperature can not be constant as the TVS fluid is moving through the spray bar tubes
warming up as it moves towards the top of the tank where the gas is warmest. However, without accurate knowledge
of the initial jet temperatures versus distance along the spray bar, a single constant value slightly below the
saturation temperature is selected. This temperature is more representative of a TVS jet in the upper ullage region
than in the lower ullage or liquid regions since cooling of the warmer gas is more effective in reducing tank
pressure.
Temperature history results for the hydrogen simulation are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The calculated temperature
trends for both the liquid and gas phases generally mimic the test data. Here, the predicted liquid temperature at
sensor 2 is within 0.2 R of the test data (-0.5% error) for the complete test. The predicted and recorded gas
temperatures at sensor 1 are within about 2 R for the duration of the simulation (-4.8% error). It is noted that the
temperatures recorded during the MHTB testing indicate an inverted temperature profile at times where the gas is
colder than the liquid; this could be indicative of sensor variation.
The temperature and velocity fields are indicated in Fig. 5 where the tank is shown during pressurization, TVS
spray, and repressurizafion. In Fig. 5a the LH2 tank is shown while pressurizing where the liquid is relatively colder
than the gas and the gas is thermally stratified by a few tenths of a degree Rankine. In Fig. 5b the LH2 TVS is
shown in operation where fluid from the spray is dropping into the liquid region. Nearest the spray bar where radial
spray mass flux is greatest, little of the liquid is vaporized and thus falls downward into the liquid. During the TVS
spray phase, ullage stratification has decreased to a few hundredths of a degree R. Some liquid can be seen dripping
down the tank walls also and elsewhere in the ullage region. After the TVS spray phase another pressurization cycle
is simulated as illustrated in Fig. 5c. Once again pronounced thermal boundary layers can be seen at the tank walls
while warm gas is being deposited at the top of the tank. The hydrogen simulated pressurization, TVS operation,
and repressurization required 91 hours to run on a single Intel Xeon 3.0 GHz processor rumamg Microsoft Windows
2003 Server Edition operating system_
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B. Nitrogen Tank Results
The nitrogen tank model represents the tank pressurization rate well as indicted in the model versus test
comparison in Fig. 6. Unlike the LH2 test the LN2 test does not show as pronouuced linear region with a severe ofa
change in pressurization rate from the beginning to the end of a cycle. Accordingly, only average pressurization
rates are compared where the model yields 0.33 psi/br versus a measured 0.30 psi/br (10% error) for the frrst
pressurization cycle simulated and 0.37 psi/br versus a test value of 0.30 psi/br (23.3% error). Here in the nitrogen
model also, the TVS spray model has produced reasonable estimates for the cooling and depressurization
performance of the actual TVS. For the 30-gpm, 138.7-R spray flow the model predicts a depressurization rate of
2.2 psi/br versus 1.6 psi/br (37.5% error) in the test.
As shown in Figs. 7 and 8 the temperature predictions also follow the test data trends although there is about a
1.5 R (~1.1% error) offset in the liquid temperature comparison as measured at sensor 2 and the ullage gas is
initially warmer as measured at sensor 1. The predicted ullage gas temperature on the first pressurization cycle is 6
R warmer than the test data (150 R vs. 144 R, ~4.2% error), however, the calculated and measured temperatures
come closer together in the second cycle where the differences are no more than 1 R (~0.7% error).
In the temperature contour and velocity vector plots illustrated in Fig. 9 the pressurization, TVS spray, and
repressurization effects·can be observed. In Fig. 9a the tank of LN2 is highly stratified in the top part of the tank.
Thin thermal boundary layers can be noticed in the ullage region (just below the yellow contour) that continuously
supply warm gas to the upper tank. During this pressurization phase the ullage is stratified by about 10 R. In Fig.
9b the TVS spray is shown cooling and depressurizing the tank. Downward motion near the spray bar also occurs in
the nitrogen case as it did in the hydrogen case where uuvaporized liquid falls into the tank. At the time shown in
Fig. 9b the TVS spray has decreased the ullage gas thermal stratification to less than 0.5 R. The initial transient
repressurization phase is illustrated in Fig. 9c where the mass momentum bouudary layers due to natural convection
reform and the tank begins to pressurize and thermally stratify. The nitrogen model simulated pressurization, TVS
operation, and repressurization required 240 hours to run on a single Intel Xeon 2.8 GHz processor running
Microsoft Windows XP Professionaloperating system.
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IV. Conclusion
TwoFLOW-3DbasedmodelsoftheMHTBtestshavebeenquantitativelyvalidated.Overalltheaccuracyofthe
averagepressurizationratepredictioniswithin26%forall cases.However,whenthesteadystateportionof the
LH2testsisconsideredwithouttheinitialtransientthepredictedpressurizationrateswithin15%ofthetestdatacan
beachieved.TheTVSspraymodelyieldsdepressurizationratepredictionsthatarewithinabout50%of the
measuredrates.Theliquidandgastemperaturedatagenerallyfollowthetrendsof thetestdata,althoughsome
offsetsexistandthepredictedgastemperaturesfortheLN2casesarewarmerthanthetestdataindicates.Although
thelocaipredictedtemperaturesmaynotpreciselymatchthetestdata,theapproximationsarecloseenoughtoyield
goodestimatesof thepressurizationrate.Thisworkfurtherexpahdsthequantitativevalidationdatabasefor the
FLOW-3Dbasedcryogenicsimulationtoolsthatcanbeusedtoaidaerospaced signandanalysis.
DuringtheApolloandSpaceShuttleprograms,thedesignactivitywasperformedbasedonsolidengineering
principlesand techniquesbut generallywith handanalysis,sliderules,automaticalculatorsandsimple
computationalcodesassistedbybatchcomputerprocessing.Nowengineeringtoolsfor analysisanddesignare
availableforuseondesktopsandworkstationswithrelativelyquickanswerstocomplex,posed esignproblems.
Thisrapidityin thedevelopmentof keydesigninformationhasacceleratedthedesignactivityto thepointwhere
preliminarydesignscanbeaccomplishedinaveryshortperiodoftimecomparedtotheApolloandSpaceShuttle
era.Theincreasedfidelityof thedesigninformationhasloweredthecostandschedulerisksassociatedwith
extremelycomplexandoneof akindengineeringfeats.Howevertheprocessofprovingthatthedesignisadequate
forallenvironmentshasstitlreliedheavilyontheperformanceofgroundtestingsupplementedwherepossiblewith
orbitaltesting.Withtheadventof moderncomputationaldesigntoolsapplyingCFDto internalflowdynamic
systems,therequirementtotesteveryaspectoftheapplicableenvironmentisnolongerequired.AswiththeCFD
toolsusedtoassesstheaerodynamicsof upersonictohypersonicflightwithanchorrunsusingthewindtunnel,soit
cannowbewith thenewCFDtoolsfor analysisof complexspacecraftpropellantsystemswithappropnate
anchoringusinggroundtesting.
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